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This report detail's a project funded by the Center for Urb

Education., The project was under thepirection pf Professor Robe

Allen, Teachers College: Doris Stotts and Edward M. Ouchi Associates;

Teachers College.

Period of Project:

School year 1966-67.

Number and Location of Participating Schools:

Manhattan - 3; Bronx - 2; BroAlyn'-, 4; Queens - 2;

nlOmond - 1. (.Sce Appendix A.)

P

Number and Grade Levels of Participating Teachers:
, .

(0. .

. Grade 4 ..' 7; Grade 7 -.7; Grade,9 - 7. (See..Appendix B.)
..

i

Materials Being Used:

C

°Discove (Grade n)'; Exploration i Grades 7 and 0).
N

Number of Observations b Project Directors:

90. (See Appendix C.for sampleof the Classroom Observation ForM.)

1,1

-service :rxhi Sessions:

Elementary teachers - 30; secondary teachers - 30.
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I. THE P6BLEM

One of the moat importarit fords of cOmmiinicatioh in our modern

."-.
world is the kind becommunication that goes qn betwei a writer snot

t
t

-"') .
.N 1..-:>,

his readers. It is only through, various systems of writtenlanguage
,.

),'
4, . ..!... .,...

thatpriters of the. past continue to ccOmunic5te with us today and we,
. ,

.

through our ability to understand those systems of written,lanuage;
,

2 .

6

with them. And, as Ralph B. Long says,

Recorders 'And television notwithstanding, it seems safc to
predict' that ip the foreseeable fOure complex thouglit)will
still bit, communicated most satisfectori4by the written-
language.4-..

.

For this reason the ability tb read and writ, is the key to becoming

a tru4 educated person, ind effectivelinstPuctiod in readfng and

writIng is basib to a program of quality educatiOn in our schools.

let the number of reme.lial re-ling classes and the'cohplaints of col-
. ,

leges and industry about the writing deficiencies of high -school grad -

uates indicrAte that our schools are not doing a veryisatisfactory job

of teaching these basic skills.

Ih recent years linguistiescience has made significant advances
4

,in the study of the English language, and many linguists, have begun to

address themselves'to.the problem of improving instruction in the basic

language skills in our schools. One of the most promising develbpments

. is a new grammar of English developed by Professor Robert L. Allen of

Teachers College, Columbia University. He calls it "sector analysis."

Sector. analysis, unlike oner,lingUistic grammars :hat focus on spoken

English or on words or on complicated sequences of rules, is a grammar

1 Ralph B. LOng, The Sentence and Its Parts: A Grammar of
Contemporary ,Englloh (Chir.,ago:, The ITAVeTift77-6 s,7 Chicago Pres 1961),

p. b.

.0
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order
, .

-of written English anCimiksizelifothihe.word order of writtenflsentencest
. .

Vvi the4c4d0.pf constiUctipng.,(not indiVIdual'Words)that may occupy' the
...

different poiitions).callea "sectors," in a sentence6
.

C ..1,

. ,

.... .
, .

k There is evidefice4eo,suggest.th t the ability tp:identify the Sectors
,e .

. .1 . ,

.
, . .

.

1
i1),Ventence will., more than anything 4se, help, a Ohild.to recognize the '

-.% ...,,'. .*. . .

.. structure of a sentence and thus tcyread the seaterice intelfMently°('There
.

is also- reason to believe that students can learn lo write, ,anii!especially
, .

. N q a « V, ' A

to edit. their awn writing, more'effectively when they are mdd-6:aware of the

i
A

... .

different Itndd Ofconstructions
1

(of which 4ere'are only ten) and of the
4

'..I

different sectors they may,pedupy, and when this*.nowledge is reinforced by

practice in makingup:suchcoristructions, in manipulating themi 'in shifting

them around.
4,

Reports from teachers using 'sector analysis,in,other parts of the court-

. . ,

try, have eVarly indicate'd that the essentials of this approach to sentence

-.structurecandbe taught in the elementary grades, where it,can-irovide stu-

.dents with a guide for the'extension df their own writing and with an

instrument tit they can use when; in the upper grades, they examine good

writing.
.

4

0
II. OBJECTIVES'

This,pilot project was intended to.aChieve these'oTetveS:

1. To collect information thakwould,be useful in evaluating

0

the project materials and to investigate the'feasibility of

k

designing a (kontrolled experimental project tole'dt the ef-

fectiveness of these linguistiCally-oriented msterials in

improving student writing. For, example:

a. How much preparation in inguistics and in the 'use of.

1
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k -

these materials do teach
el
s need in grades four,

t.!

seven, -and nine?
6%

How effective are the materials as aesetsed.bi the

subjective judgments of the participiting teachers

and the project directorsl, a

b. `Whit revisions oati adapthtionsof the materialscif
.

ur

any, ore heeded for effective use with disadvantaged'

students ?'.

1

2. -1to see whelt'hei, after a year!b:work with sector 4nalysis,
le

intermediate school students can use the!fools prOvided by

/ this kind of anafYsis*to their own reading and writing and

Ito the analysis -of the styles of different writers:

S

III. DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The materials used in this pilot study were bed on Robert L.

Allen's approach tothe teaching of
,

grammar, known as sector analysis.

The seventh- and ninth-grade materials (Exploration series) were written

by'a team of, writers from Teachers College, headed by Dr. Allen, as were

the elementary materials (Discovery series).

In order to determine the effectiveness of these materials in

classes with disadvantaged studentt as wellAs in 'classes with non -

disadvantaged students, this project included both kinds of classes on

the thre grade levels. determine how much training the teachers in

the larger experimtntalsiudy would need to
.t

,fectiv ly, the project included four groups
. ;,.

representing a different level of training. The levels of training and

.4
.procedures for training and supervision maybe dtscribed as follows:

use the materials most ef-

of
(

teachers with each group

a.

**,



GROUP II These tgachere had two semesters dr more of .

preparation in sector analydia(but not nec..
sarily including the actual teething of sector
analysisito their students). There Were'a
training classes fot this gioup, but weekly con-
ferences were held for consideration of. problems
which occurred.with their usiotthe materials
and/op their metho4 of ptesentation.

GROUP.II: These teachers had a one-semester course in
sector analysis,. -They'received thiity (30)
training andconsultation sessions with Group
III.' During this training peripdf-they used,
the-materials with,theirlstudente.

GROUP III: Thebelteachers had no previous courses in sector
;Analysis: They were required to attend the thirty
.,An-service traihing.sessionsduring whXch..time
they also used the sector. analysis materials in,

classroomn.

GROUP IV: These :teachers had no previous courses and did
not attend the training classes. They did, how-

/ever, meet, with a consultant once each.week during
the stages of the project to dikciiss pllb-
lems which'occurreA in their use of the materials
and/or their methods of presentation. (Whenever
possible, pairs of teachers were selected from

"4 I :schools ip 'which principal or supervisor had
already teen trained in sector analysis.) .

The in-service training classes for Groups II and III included instruction

in sector analysis and in the use of the materials to be used the following

week as well as discussion of problems .encountered by the teachers in the

preceding week. The conferences with Groups I and IV dealt with the materi-

als used the previous week, and with those to be used in the succeeding weeks.

5

r

The teachers,in Groups1 and I were selected from class lists of

courses at, Teachers College or institutes in which sector analysis hAA been

taught. Teachers in Groups III and IV were selected from teachers who evi.

denced an interest 4n theUterials even though they had, never had actual

1 /
The elementary and secondary teachers met in separate sessions

because of.the varying degrees of complexity of the materials on .the two

grade levels.
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traing in sector analysis. Wherever possible, these'teachers were

selected frOm a list of recommendations submitted by principals and

,supervisors.whce,had expressed an 'interest in this pilot projedt,

The distribution of teachers and C1asses are summarized in Table I:

'14

'TABLE I

DISTRIBUTIONIOPTEAOHERS AND CLASSES BY TYPES

O

Teachers:

Classes:

&Pe

FOURTH GRADE SEVENTH GRADE NINTH GRADE WM!NOMINII
IFIRIMMIIIIIINEEMEI

Tara$ i0.631.

NEM
10

IV IIIIIIMEWIN IV=NMsaw
2

liaillniall

No. MI KM EaMIIIII 2 MI ifill MAHNFRI

Disa6. IN
MINIUMMEMINIMIEMIN

1

mummin
2 IIIIII

1

11112

aninging.
1111111111111

2 111111111111111111111101111111111
2 2

No disadv,
Mixed

IV. :DESCRIPTION OF'THE PROJECT

pie Linguistics Project began.with a general 'meeting of all participat-
, .

. % . . .

...

ing teachers at Teachers N4le.ge, Columbia University, on September 21, 1966.
,

The group was addressed by Professor kobert L. Allen, project.direAor, who

gave the background of linguistics in general as well as a specific oriehta-
,

tion,to sector' analysis.

During thejfirst three weeks in October, teachers received weekiy'con-

sultation or in-service training sessions with the associate directors prior

to their usingithe linguistic. materials in their classrooms. Actual class-

room ulse of the materials began the last wee:: of October. Samples of student

wrlting were collected before initial presentation of the'linguistic mat6,rials.

''Beginning in November, the teachers were observed teaching the mateiali

in their classrooms on'a regularly scheduled basis. Their presentations wer6

for the Most part, consistent with the content and procedures outlined in the



I

materials. Generally, the teachers, were fOund to be both cooperative and
.

enthusiastic. .
1

The teachers reported, and'the directors observed', that degree

of students'.enihusiaSm toward the materials was extremely biah In almost

, all classes. In many instances, for example; the otudsnts requested addl.-

tional,grammar,time: True insight as to the nature of language relation-

° ships was evidented in many of the classes observed all three eade
,

levels.

At 'the end of the first.semester,41 mid -year; evaluation questionnaire

was distributed, to each participating teacher: ,(See Appendix E for a sample

questionnaire.) The'resimses of the teachers are summarized in Table.II one.

page 10.

During the second semester, most of the teachers began to Work more

freely with the materials. Several teachers were observed teaching lessons

1. which were creative, and extremely stimulqting. The, responses of the students

in theseclasses,'bothelementary and secondary, indicated,an increasing

command of-the grammlus as yell as a willingness to utilize their newly-

learned concepts in.oral and written'eommunication.

At the end of the project, each participating teachompleted,an

evaluation questionnaire% (See.Appendix F for s 1 .) The responsei'of

the teachers are summarized in Table III on pages 11 and 12.

Student work-text were .collected in June even though tome classes

had not completed their bookS.. Pages were'selected for examination in

order to,determine how successful students were in completing exercises

at different stages in the project.

Samples,of student writing were also collected at thatetime for

'ss
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.

comparison with.the saAples whi.chliad been.collected at the beginning of

the project:

V. 'EVALUATION

The following evaluative procedures were used: '.

1. A suitable form to Collect pertinent biographical and
1

professional data on the participating teachers. (See

Appendix D.)

A mid-ear evaluative AUestionnairetfor teacers. (See

S.

Appendix E.)

3. A.Vea--end evaluation of the project by each participating

teacher. (See ApperiAix i.)
e

Analysis of 'selected,c mpleted pages from the work-texts,

.used in the project.

5. The collection of nte-. and post7projectsamplv of

student writinr, for comparative purposes:

An examination of the information gleaned from the' biographical

.

nrofessional data form, in the light of the performance of teachers

as observed'by the directors and of subsequent student success in the

wor::-texts, indicated that age and years, of experience .seemed to be less

,relevant tc? the suchp,ss of any particular teacher than that.teacher's

commitment to the goats of the project -and to, teaching in general. Even

. 4

t.-,lehers with little previous experience in the classroom and no previolls

training in linguistici were able to produce exceptionally fine results

through imaginative .teachini, and extra effort.* Students whose teachers

explieitly (rather than implicitly) directed application of skills acquired

through use of the materials to the students' own writing ::eemed considerably
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more capable of utilizing that knowledge in their 4riting-and specifically

in editing their own work.

Table page 10, su;imarizes the responses of the participating

1, teachers to the mid-year evaluation questionnaire; Table on pages 11.

and 12; summarizes the responses to the year -end questionnaire. The general

'intent of both questionnaires was to obtain/the teachers' subjective evalua-
.

tion, of the materials and of thefrs+Judents'
i

response to them. The mid-

,

year questionnaire was; of_courseoriented'uore towards identifying any

poinfs.ols difficulty inthe r.s.terials and the types Of teaching Problems

.1

encountered by theteachers. Actually,some of this information was already
, . .

known to the associate directorslwho had maintained continuous contact with
.

. i ..

.

the teachers and-their stUdents thrdugh regular classroom observations. The

year-end tluestionndire, on the other hand, concentrated on obtaining the

teachers' evaluation of their year's experience with the materials in these -

general areas: the apprOpriateness of the materials for their type 9f class,

the response of the students to the materials, and the effects, if any, on

their students' other language arts skills.

0
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Item

TABLE II
l'BUMMARYWF TEACHER RESPONSES TO M1D.48AR.QUESTIONMAIRES

(See Appendix E for the Questionnaire itself)

,) .....

Res onse -

101.

_ __ _ _______
e$

_

' no , ,

ualified s

.;1 fled no ,

no .ro ems'
.

lessons ; e o ,, class er ode 1

* forma uns b etor slow s udents .

classes .
. . .

exer. ses Or
. , 2 ,- .

11 eno P 0
-$ some cart -over 7 .

no too ear to e .

es some difficult in'teachi 1 3

I 124 no no diff cult in teac in: 2.

ua ified et .

sufficidnt he received 7 13 : ,20
no, 0 1, 1

21as none no unmet needs 7 ---.---1.4
1-2 periods a wee

---.--7-67 6
. 7

-7,--b-7 2-3 tGrade It period.= 30minutes' ;

' 3-4 .,
. 5 1,--,'-

2 0, , .2

more than revious
, 5 9, ^. ---174-

8 less .

. 6-.1.--.. 0 '', 0
same 2

--11.1 hour or less ore.aration timd
2 hours 'or less ,, .....3_

.
I

6 11
' 2

9+ more' Sthan previously) r 5-.
less .

sable 2 . -6-1
students are learnin 3 '. 9
a p p e a l a roach to studenar---T.F----

10* students mot va ed success 0 T T-
---,r,fsome C exercises lotat on 0

'teacher self- 4.rovement 3'\, $

none no east sat sfac or as ects 3

difficulty o some lessons .

II.* not enough drill , .

lack of_ creative wr ng exerc ses
difficulty pf reconciling old_and new ,

2 . .' 2'approaches

* The items marked with an asterisk are those/with variable responses; that
is, the grade 4 responses will not total 7, .6.nd the responses for grades 7
and 9 will not total 14.

+ TWo grade 9 teachers are b'eginni'ng teachers; they could not,compare their
preparation time for these terials with previous years. The totalresponses
for grades 7 40,9, therefore, total only 12

4



TAILE III

SUMMARY OF TEACHER kwortts TO YEAR-YOWESTIONNAIREP
(See.AppendixF.prthe Questionnaire itself)

Response titAd 0

11.

.

ReadVirMarr .
.

4

Above grade , 0 . 2

-

I

1 .

.

3
Grade loAel

..ii....1 : 1
e, M.dr.....:_,......,....._ .

2r.....-....-.LL..... 2axed
. 2

Scholastic ability:
i.Very good ' 1' X

1 1 "r6yLsF49....._ 1
Limited . 2 1
Mixed 1 . 5

Ethnic `composition;

--Mainl white . 2.
.

, li , 7!
Man non -wh to 3 2 2 7
xed ,

, 2 2
Appropr a e .

,

, 2 /)

qualified appropriate
aapz2,orate., .,- :

1

.

2

0
6",!o.

_....-

.0m,ijA...e:3,,work..textf
!saject-pred catv-harking system 3 .

_, 3
Words amen . ,

....-.11mealaallacconoes_La912DLI__......2L2 1
.:.---.._____I
2. 5

X words .
r--'.. 2 1;

Multi level ana sis , 2 ; 2
Seven i1 approac

.......,_.

Oives students f ing of
achievementll 1 1 2

Different kinds of E :fish t 1 1 2,
2b

.

Difficult vocabulary and 2 2
..,

. directions, P,

1 5
.

Difficult refihements 1 1

More exercises needed 11Boins 1
------:-.7:------...---..1-..........

1
1

3Ufftitiiiiti---iices 1

Exercise C . 2 2

Difficult with-advanced conceits- 1,. 1
None . . . 1 )

3 Work too difficult ,

.

- ,

.. l

Need for readiness rearation 1 1 ;

Need for lesson slams 2 U'-'Lessons required too much time 2 .

Loss of interett: 2 2rNone
46..17

a

j

Yes . 3 2 9
Sualified yes 1 2 3
'No # 1 , 0 1 2

i qualified no 1 1

Don't know , '. 1 1

w



Item Response

TABLE III

12.

5a Botter
'TrATS-4--.---------- 1 2
Same 1"

5b .

3rTerter

Be er .

Wor8e .
a

0 7-.7-6-
Same

,.--s

Wo'3e ,

Same 2
2 -----5

Worse 0 0 0
SaMe 2 ;

5e Exceptional en usiasm 2 1
.Individual trains 1 1

TMF. to wor alone 1. 1

AMtl2MXT±.11.9.1Z4.1.9P
Wrote more 1

rote ire i ;tinativel 1

7 Yes 5 5 1.

No s, . . , *0 0 0 0
Prior ac uaintance of materials 1 1
One semester .. 2 3 1 4

Consultation services ,

1
1...,

q

.

Yes f 5
. c."-- 12

11111.11121-..M...---:.... 1.-------L----.............2---......--3
No 0 1 0 1

At the raid -year point in the project the teachers who reported diffictiaty

in using the linguistic materials,were most often teaching in disadvantaged

. . i

areas of the'city or in heterogeneously grouped classes in Which the differences

in students'jtbilities posed problems.. Many of the difficulties encountered

r ,

,were in those items that relied heavily on a natitre 4eaker's feeling for the

,

English languagewhich many language-disadvantaged children lack. This dif-

ficulty may be overcome by revising the materials to-take into account the

differences in the linguistic back ourids of such students.

The reports of carry -over tb other language activities ranged from evidenCe

of- keener awareness of the tthicture of English to claims of actual improvement

j.n writing and readingskills; Someteachers reported more consistent use, of

complete standard Englih sentences in classes in which fragmentary sentences .



had previously been the usual sentence type found orally and:on papers.

Since direct carry-over was not anticipated before the cdmpletion of at

least the first bobk in each series, these rePorts were somewhat surprising.

The most satisfactory element in the project at mid-year seemed to be

the enthusiastic response of the students to the materiald.aq well as the

very real'learning evidenced both by students and teachers. The exchange

or experiences in the in-service sessions proved to'be very stimulating to

many of the project teachers. The least satisfactIOry part of the prOject

seemed to lie in the frustrationr of teachers of thedisadvantaged students.

Disadvantaged students tend to find most language activities difficult'.

Certain revisions in the format and presentation of the materials may be
1

able to counter some of these problems-.

The responses on the year-end questionnaire repeated, for the most

part, both the favorable and unfavorable comments made on the mid -year

-evaluations. Teachers of disadvantaged classes reported that the major

difficulties encountered by their students were in connection with lessons

dealing with concepts which seemed'to require a native speaker's feeling for

the language: e.g., filling out elliptical sentences, understanding and re-

producing .embedded constructions. Some of these,teachers stated, however,
4

that if they had had more time to spend on teaching these concepts, instead

,,of the other areas of the total curriculum required by their courses of

study, their students would have achieved as much as the other students.

.Even the teachers of the most noticeably language-disadvantaged classes.

reported progress in all language-arts areas (item 5 on the year-end

queStionnaire).

The following represent the range of comments made in response to



item 10:

I think that the project needed more time. In the high
school we were hampered'by required reading, mid-terms, c-tc.,
Perhaps if the project lasted for two years t coup have seen
more progress.

The material is excellent for bright' children who welcome
an intellectual challenge. It !.s often tOo abstract for slow'
children.

, .

my students became/eXeited about language. They began to
consider the many wags they used and misused words. They be-,
can to develop ways to sharpen their speech, to listen more
critically, to edit 'their writing.' They began, finally, to
learn the distinction betWeen spoken and,written English, be-
tween formal and Informal language, between standard English and
the many dialects spoken in America. They began,,. in short, to
develop a healthy curiosity ab6ut their own language.

. lk
Ire tabulating, the answers, of students en selected exercises in the

wor:(-te:ts, the classes were coded in terms of grade level, the prior

lingUistic training of the teacher the language competence of the class

in f;eneral, and the range of ability in the class. Table IsAexplains

the coded designations for each class in the project:

a



TABLE IV

CLASB17ICATION OF CLASSES BYGRADFS1

5rade

';2242.......S9a----...----....--...------:.-12)ata.--

Teacher Class C ass

e

General

4 I 1 mixed average to bright

4. 1 2 disaAvanthge'd slow to average,

4 II ' 1 disadvantaged slow to average

4 III 1 non-disadvantaged ex'.;remely'bright

4 III 2 disadvanttiged slow

4 1V 1 disadvantaged slow

4 , y IV .......-- 2 disadvantaged slow to average

r

7 I I mixed slow to above average ,

7 II non-disadvantaged bright

7 II 2 , mixed , slow to above average

7 III 1 non-disadvantaged bright

7 IV ., 1 disadvantaged slow

IV 2 disadvantaged slow

9 a 1 disadvantaged average

9 I 2 mixed slow to average

9 . 1 ,, 3 mixed slow to average

9 II 1 disadvantaged slow to average

9 III 1 mixed average

9 III 2 mixed average .

k

9 iv 1 mixed , slow to bright

4
9 IV 2 mixed , slow to bri ht

1 Tile Roman numeral deSigna.;ion *assigned to each classcorresponds
to the clasiification by teacher types in Table I.
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Tables V, VI, and VII, below, summarize the results of checking

each participating student's work-,text. (See Appendices'.0 and H for

samples of the check lists used.) The purpose of the examination of

`these texts was to ascertain for each individual, and then for4each class,

the number of correct responses for each seleetecl'exercise in relation to,

the number of items tried in,that exercise. Because the work -text was

carefully structured t(:).progreas from fairly easy exercises to more compli-
.,

cate& ones, exercises were cho4en,by the eValgators which seemed to best

reflect the progress which students were making at 'various, significant'

stages of 'thi's sequential presentation. Alm,osil every exercise examined

wa'§ one in which the student was asked to write sentences or conOtrustiods
\

aced ding to the instruction which he had previouSly'received. Some of
\

these writing "assignments were closely structured, while others allowed for

free writing. on the part of the students. A student who, for one reason or

another, did not-complete more,than half of his work-te4t was eliminated

from the sample. This procedure was necessAry due to the fact that it was

not possible to determine' whether hif failure to complete the text was due

to absence, withdrawal' from school, or inability to do the work. In some

instances, the whole class failed to complete the text. In these eases,.

the items are reported as 0 in the tables.



TABLE V

SUMMARY OF GRADE 4.RESUIRS FOR DISCOMIX I'

17..

Page Iv I2 1I1 III1 1112

------------

1V1 IVp

20-21 No. Right 339 227 234 400` 325 '183 . 07
No. Tried 360 260 256 405 329 309 283

72-23
. ,

No. Riga 118 63 79 127. 82 78

----.1

76
No. Tried

\ )

125 76 81 135 89 92
i

93

39.140 . No, Right , 139 86 73 '230 0 112 159
No Tried 240 114 ,90 259 0 131 178

------,..---- ..,

50 No. Right 185.1 71 96 205 0 132
' No. Tried 199 85 11:.; 216 , 152

No. Right 146 147 134 263 173 167 1.65
No. Tried 237 157 173 270 192 196 4p

70 No. Right i(a)\. 42 43 38 -64 . 46 28 58
No. Tried 96 54 44 108 77 38 68

1 No. Right (b) L. 39 .34 61 37 q, 56
No, Tried 96 51 42 108 71 37 - 67
No. Right (c). 1 t 0 3 1 2 5
No. Tried 16 12 0 = 13' 6 8

73-74 No. Right (a) 59 31 55 ' 189, 94 32

No. Tried 65 100 96' 223 160 174 ,

,No. Right (b)1 ,17 12 32 11 6 35
No. Tried . 65 100 96 f23 160 174'

93 No. Right (a) 63 9 0
1 33' 6 o

No. Tried 120 14 i 135 0 31 0

No. Right (b) 55 5 97 0 9 0

No. Tried 120 14 135 0 31

. .

4 No. Right (a)2 85 ,
6 e 139 0 103

No. Tried 110 e, -146 0 120 . 0
No,. Right (b)2 50 11. 0 .9 o.
No. Tried 110 .6 0' 146 0 120 0
No. Right (c)2 Ul 7 0 192 0 127 0

No..Tried 110 6 0 146 0 120 0

1 A small number is preferred item.

2 Number correct may be'larger than number tried.



, TABLE VI

,SUMkARY'OF GRADE ,7 RESULTS FOR EXPLORATION I

18.

Page I1 III. 112 /II]. 1V2

Nd. Right, 112 155 104 130 65 124
No. Tried 115 155 120 130 65 125 '

13 No Right (a) 61 66 9 70 33 33
,No. Tried 00 228 260 10 250'
No. Right (b) .2

Net, Tried 00 228 260 105 250
No. Right' (e) 5 0 1 0
No. Tried 09 300 228 260 105 250

,

4

..

15 No. Right ! 42 446 .315 389 185 371.
N4. Tried 42 449 345 390 195 380

25 No. Right' 09 246 132 212 120 120
No.,Tried 25 296 212 288 130. 202

28 No. Right (a) 79 169 86 135 '74 82
No. Tried -1 2 117 1146 78 88
No. Right (b) 2
No. Tried 96 172 '117 146 78 88

-
.No. Right 95 87 32
No.. Tried 84 95 68 .88 34,

37 No. Right 132 185 116 155 0 0
No. Tried 132 185 136

. ,

156'
.

0 0 ,

49 No. Right 176 240 114 232
No. Tried 04 300 197 252 ,

,% .

52 No..Right 72 195 85 172 0
No. Tried 78 196 126 174 0

.

No. Right 0 189 75 182 0 0
No. Tried 0 -192 145 182 0 0

59 No. Right 0 103 25 56

No., Tried 0 109 43 57



. TABLE VII ,

SUMMARY OF GRADE 9 RESOLTS.F0k EXPLORATION I

Page

4

Ii . 12 Il 'Nil 4172 'j 1VZ IV

7 No. Right 90 150 129 80 78 88 419
No..Tried 90 150 129 88 78 90 119

13 No. Right (4) 42
\

111 51 17. 49 46 . . 60
No. Tried 180 ' 10 n 126 1 3 166 174 2 8
No. Right .(b) 2 2

.No. Tried 180 310 126 1. 166 2 8' 16e
No. Right (c) 1 0 7 0 3 .

. NO. Tried 180 310 126 193 166 174 238

'_5 No. Right 26r( 470. 365 247 250 265 347 27
No. Tried 283 480 381, 266 255 268 356

i

28

25 -No: Right 114 164 70 97 60 )62 150 13
No. Tried 150- 248 % 99 152 914 189 183 15'

26 No. Right (a) 85 40 23 94 97 96
No. Tried 86 4o '26 ilM 5 103 104
No. Right (b) 717--T-777-44-22 75 71 .2 :

No. Tried 86 40 26 , 102 95 1.03 1.014 76

34 No. Right 8 78 94 15 48 ' 83 07

_J

N 57,
No. Tried' 10 85 103 28 58 93 .60

37 No. Right 71 167 129 85 95 106 132 0
No. Tried 71 168 131 98 95" 135 101

49 No. Right 98 33 148 108 . 100 137 186 14

No. Tried 125 40 192 159 130 169 215', 17
1

52 No. Right 69 53 64 115 56 91 127 i'I

No. Tried 70 54 66 4.7 56 109 13Q 11

35' No. Right 70 0 0 77 42 61 105 9
No. Tried 70 0 0 110 412 67' 114 .

59 No. Right 8 0 0 57 0 17 59
No Tried' 8 o . 0 69. 8 23 61 3
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The results for Gtade 4 show'that two classes, I1 and IUD did

noticeably better than all the others. While one'of the two teachers

had prior linguistic training, the other had in- service training concur-

rent with the project. Both of these teachers had classes with superior

children: Unfortunately; the project did not include ateicher without'

prior liguistio training whO had a superior clads. For this reason* it

is.not.possible to state definitely whether it was the training of the two

teachers or the ability of their children which was the controlling factor

in their superior performance. Both teachers were also strongly committed

to the goals of the project and were considered excellent teacher,. by the

A 4

investigators. Without a controlled study, however, it is not possible to

I
determine just how relevant these factors Of commitment, teaching ability,

and student ability are since some, but not all, disadvantaged classes alSo

performed well.

The results for Grade 7 shoW that the two bright classes, II and

Hill performed appreciOlybetter than the others. One of the two teachdrs

had had some prior linguistic training, but not a course in sector analysis,

and both received in-service training concurrent with the project. Again,

the controlling factor seemed to be the ability of the students, but this

inference is open to question due to the fact that the students in

group of slow to above average students, also perfOrmed very well on the parts

they completed. It is worth noting that the scoreS for, Lesson 4', Exercise B

(page 13 on Table VI), show that class Il did better than either of the two

bright classes, II1 and Mi. The better performance of Ii is directly at-

.

tributableto the teacherq efforts. This exercise asks the student to write

his bwn subject nominals for the predicates given in the exercise. He 14 free

to use single words or constructions,but the teacher 'of class Il urged her
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4
.* 4

students to write subject nominals ofilore than three words. The score

of 6 on (b) shows that this eneouitgement resulted, in her class using

more poSt-nuclear adjectival phrases than all the other seventh-grade

classes put together.
a.

The two classes that did not perforM as wen as the °thins were

IV1 andIV2. It should be noted that these two classes were composed cif
,

Students with severe language handicaps. In botlrelasses the students

came from homes in which "standard" English was not spoken, and in the
t

case of Div mazy came 'from non- English speaking homes.

. The results for Grade 9 are even more difficult to evaluate inasmucp

as all the classes.were heterogeneously grouped: The two classes that per:

formed very well,' IV1 and IV,, were taught by the Ame creative teacher.

It should also be noted that his students ranged in ability, from slow to

bright, whereas thoSe in the other clasSes ranged from slow to average.

Give again, the ability of the students seemed. to be the controlling factor,
.

but further evidence of a statistical nature Wouldbe needed to substantiate

this conclusion, since some of-the scores for the other clasAs are comparable

.

to, or better than, those of sesClad I2 and'I
3

for example, berformed.
L. .

appreciably better op item 13 (a) 'than either IV
1
or IV

2'
As with,the seventh-

,

rade results, however, this superior performance by a group with less ability'

is attributable to the direct encouragement Given by the teacher on this

exercise. It appears, therefore, that the teacher plays a vital role in

.A
the transfer stage of instruction. Another teacher, for instance, reported

Vint on-one occasion when she had received a set.of compositions' full of

fragments and runlon sentences, she returned the papers to the students with

the explicit directions to edit them by applying the concepts of full sen-

tences, X words, and sentence signals. When she collected the gapers again,
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tJ

to ier surprise and pleasure nearly 411 the fragmentsand run-ons had

been corrected. 4

22.

In general, then, the results for all three grades do not clearly
4

isolate ,my one Single faCtor as crucial in determining the appropriateness

of the tested,matorials inasmuch as all classes were able to perform well

in terms., of their abilities.

It was not possible to do' any kind of.systematic objeCtive
- ,

evalua-

tion of the pre- and post-project writingsamples of the Students due to

(1) the high rate of attritienandsabsenteeism, particularly on the,fourth-

gra* level, and (2) the e:treme variations in numbers of lessons completed G

at all grade levels. Consequently, this section of the report can only give

tepresentative samples of improved'writing on all'three grade levels: It

seems worth repeating here that allbut four of the project teachers felt

Vh4 their students had improved their general writing ability., (tee Item

5 in Table III.) The seventh- and ninth-grade teachers also commented

. frequen ly in conference periods that they were finding fewer sentence
0

fragments and fewer run-on'sentences in the students' written assignments.
,

The fourth-grade teachers reported.considerably more sentences begvn with

capital letters and punctuated properly.

Three kinds of writing samples/were chosen from the fourth-grade '

population. The, first sample shows the pre- and post - project composition

of bne student in a disadvantaged class. There was time lapse of exactly

eight between compositionS.

my Favarte TVPrgoram October' 6,

I watch television on a carootn i super man i hree stoges

supee rhierolik
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O.

115,0 Terrific is on. too_

like Mr. Terrific because he Is a good gUyc
spies and he takes his one pill and he is ver :
Fights bad guys. His friend is Stanley.

4-7

23

June 6, 1967

He ,fightst
He
I?

/ It is extremely difficult to account for the dramatic growth in the

writing of'this child. Certainly, it mould be imPOsible to claim that

4:
all oP his progress was the result Of having used the Discovery materials.

. .`

What can be said is thr,b he did uee*the materials and heilidigrow. Further

conclusion's would-be speculative.

). The other two samples gof fourth-gradewritOg consist of One example

Ta student's ability to edit her clwri writing and another,cOmplete post-
.

project :composition. (See Appendix 1 for replicas of these compositions.)

Both of these samples show the actual use of concepts taught in the Discovery

materials Both the positions and the kinds of constructions studied in- .

Discovery1 are found in these two aamples. IOshould als0 be noteethat
,

. .. .. ,

.,

studenti seem to use constructions that are not directly taught in the

Discovery materials. This may be attributable to a natural mater) ng of,the

child, but it may also be due tc:wthe child's'Ancreased awareness of. struc-

.
tuxes possible in this language, as reported by some teachers on tap ques-

tionnaires. Only controlled research can delimit the exact reasons.

The writing samples from tho seconday students did not show the 'kind

of dramatic growth relle6ted in the fourth -grade sample above. They did,

however, indicate growth- iii the use of more complek structures, including
CI.4

embedded constructions. Compare; for instance, these pre- and post-nrooject
(

-- compositions written by a seventh-grade student in one of the disadvantaged

classes expressing his reactions to, two different abstract pictures:

re

IP

O
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November. 2, 1966
. 1 '

C .

1
0 In the picture it looks like the ,statue of Liberty. ''

Another th4Eg that it reminds me of is like big rocks and
the city in front of it It.looks like it's leaning on a
building and her head is leaning back and she's hOldin8"
up the torch in the'skY. It looks like she's lighting up
the Whole city or if Oats,the sun then maybe its just
ligOting the certain parts. And another thing IAust '

fund out is that it loOks like she's in'the rocks or
com4irig out of the rocks.'.

. 4

A
June 30, 1967

The /.0 4re\
castle an the man in the picture looks like, when he

I'm looking at is similar to a:

pushei the Curtains he'S going to probably bow id front
(of a kings cause he took his hat off and that is done

with kings.

Another 'thing it looks like is an explorer comeng
from his voyage and telling his discOveries to the king as
he goes past the Curtain And he also'looks like a sPY,
trying to listen on to some information

Superfic3lly, both compositions appear to be quite similar. s3oth,0

for instance, have subject clusters withlauses aspost-nuclear'adjectivals

and both favor the "looks litre" patternt BUt a closer examination of the

"looks like" patterns Teveals.this striking difference between those in the

pre-project compositions and those in the Post-project ones. In the pre-

project sample, like is followed either by a cluster or by a trunk (i.

a subject plus a predicate), which, when expanded, is done so ,by means of

compounding. A

In the post-project composition,.on the other hand,' there is greater

variety and complexity in the types. of constructions used after like: the

first like is followed, not by a simple trunk, but by a5 sentence -unit (i.e.,
1

a trunk that has been expanded by adding front and end sentence adverbials

to it); the second like is embedded in the predicate of the post-,nuclear

adjectival clause which is, in turn, embedded in'the subject cluster so that



9
the like is followe0 not*by a.construetion that is directly related to the

like itself but by the predicate of the sentence;' the 'third like-is followed

byia clausid (i.e., a clause wit) the X word, or time-orientation, deleted),

.Which is a very sOphistl'eatdd construction.

,

/
Although clausids, as It const uction-tyvel are not'taughi in 5xplorar

tiokl, X words, iron and end A Tei's (i.e., setenceadverbi, a10, and

the. concept of levels (i:e., of constructions "nested," or embeddedi in

Other construCtionl) are not. only, taught but.also emphadized. And since'
1

clausid is formed by deletiAthe X word,in,it which carrivethe time-

. orientation of the 'whole clause, a necessary deletion,before the resultant

clausid can-be nested in a larger construction)-the concept of a clauW
4

is inoltett in some of thn concepts taught in aumum-1,. Consequently,

.

although it cannot 1010 categorically statedthat these. concepts were directly
pi...

.

responsible for the differences in the student's handling of the "looks like"
, -...----

patterns in'thl., two compositions, it would appear that the emphasis the /,-

f _,-
-,

perimental _materials place on constructions and on'constructions nested inside .

. f
otitr constructions helps students to think in terms of manipUlating larger

s., - , / . .-

syntactic units. As one ninth-grade teacher, commented in a'eonforence with

an investigator, Lesson 4 Exercise B (item 13, Table VII), which asks th=e
4

student to write original subject nominals for the predicates given in:the
a

exercise "gave my students a new freedom--many of them had not realized

that Ur subject a' a sentence could he made up bf many words."1-

1 The teacher who made t is comment also pointed out that his students
had had traditional grammar trgining, which was borne out by their subsequent'
objection to calling words like he, she, it, and they pro-nominals instead of `
pronouns, even though they recognized,the fact that all pronouns do not take
the place of nouns. Aor this reason, it would-seem that the way :traditipal
grammars regularly use'the label "subject" to reer:to the "simple subject"
doe's encourage students-to think in terms of words instead of larger co-
structions. .
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4

The post.- project wttrig of other students from a different Class in

the same school from which the bxaMples above were taken also shoged the

use of longer and more complex constructions and sentences. For example,

a student who apparently is not a native-speaker of "standard" English used

a sentence unit after like with a because of phrase asla sentence adverbial

in'which an adjectival claw is embedded in the podt-nUlear position of

the cluster tunotiOning as the object of the preposition4 "The'people looks

like they, had to hold up traffic because of the, tree that rell in the'front

of the drivewayP (See Appendix J for more examples of the use of.longer

and more complel: constructions and sentences.):

Another kind of improvement shown-in the post-project-samples was -in

the kind of editing done by the,students, In1the pre-project compositions,

the kind of editing done by studer0:was, by and large, limited to Mechanical

corrections auch,as spelgnz and to choice of words. These corrections still

accounted for most of the editing on the post - project samples, but a number

of samPles showed evidence of editing involvinc,restructuring of sentences

and constructions, F6r. example:

(1) Ot-/-th'ettgh T greatly enjoy all-the T.V. programs I watch&

my favorite one 'is "Occasional Wifj."

(2) The author gives you a, dftf4ii-i4e a question or.a statement

est.
Match the Whole program before you

know "whats; what".

01,

(3) Ay favorite ,T.V. program is nThe Avengers:', In this program

Dianna Riggs and Patrick Macknee.areahe stars of thi,e iho4
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(4) I've knowen h ever since I was five years old and

we stick together through thick and thin. en she

first came to my house. II can rember jas if it

4214m.CAt. AZ0:74:7;107tZ 4.4%.4 mac" )1 iet 0-.4t1(

were yesterday a small girl withAgolden hair /-

tt- A.;t
0

,;4 2 Ceti 41'44. st..tie
(5) Donna lives two ,blocks away from met We.do a_Let vr

4C things together.

(Appendix K shows a pro- and a post-project composition and the kind of

editing that the writer did on them.)

Although the majority of the changes made in the editing of the post-

project compositions were-similar to those made in the pre-project-samples,

the examples above show that the students have made some progress. It

should be stated hero that those teachers who made a conscious and continuous

effort to get their students to edit their writin achieved the best results

in this respect. The examples above were taken from the Classes of such

teachers. It would appear, therefore, that training in editing is a task

that must rely on the teach more than on printed instructions.

In general, then, the writing or the secondary students did show im-

provement'both in the complexity of sentences and constructions used and

in the, kinds of changes made n editing. A longitudinal study involving

the use and completion of both exploration 1 and 2 and the use of controlled

rxoups Would be needed to determine the nature of the relationship between .

the materials used in:this study and the kinds of improvement shown in the

students', riting.



VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This pilot project sought to gather data in four areas relative to

the linguistically-oriented 'materials-used in this study.. The first area

explored was that of the athount of preparation in linguistics teachers

would need in order to use the materials, most effectively. The conclusion

is that teachers who have had some training, either concurrent with or prior

to use of the materials, feel most oomfortable with the materials and tend,

according to the investigators' observations, to be more imaginative in

their teaching of language. In instances in which this training is not pos-

sible, it is deemed highly advisable for the teacher to'receive consultation

service or to have a resource person in his school.

The second area.investigated was the effectiveness of the materials

as subjectively,evaluated by the participating teaehers and 'the project

directors. Examination of student work-texts showed that the content could

be understood by,most classes The greatest success, needless to say, was

achieved by bright studehts with good teachers. Slow to average student's

were, however, able to achieVe well in relation to their abilities--that

is, they did not progress as far as the better students, but mhat they did,,,

they did well.

The third question explored-was the appropriateness of the materials

for disadvantaged as well as non-disadvantaged students. It is generally

concluded that students with severe language problems will probably have

difficulty with these materials, rpaiticularly with Exploration 1. However,-

in some slow classes, teachers used the methods and materials from Discovery

before introducing the Exploration lessons on 'the same topic. This procedure
1.

seemed to be quite effective. This would tend to indicate that''the concepts
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in sector analysis are not, in themselves, too difficult for mastery even

by l'anguage-disadvantaged students. It seems to be a matter of down-grading

vocabulary and the use of simple, illustrative sentences and syntactic pat-

terns. In the case Of the fourth-grade language- disadvantaged studentS, it

s,,,ems that specially designed materials might be.helpful, language

games And even more simplified vocabulary, particularly in the instructions

for the moredifficult'lessons.

The-last question addressed itself to the problem of transfer of

GraMmatieal knowledge to the students' own rcadinG and. writing. It should

be noted chat transfer ms not expected shrl.t of the completion of both

t tS in each series. it is Alto held to be unlnely that any real, transfei

ta'vv! place as a result of a single year's e;:posUYe to a now crammatical

system. However', in' the final subjective evaluation of the 7?articipating

t-.:aehers, all but four teachers indicated varying degrees'of carry-over to

other larvuage arts wort :. The most freeilent comments made by the'teachcrs

w!re that their stucients were much more aware of structure comeosinG their

own sentences and that the students seemedlrore willing to experiment with

'new patt2rnt.

An examination of the actual writing samples of the students indicated

that there zgas Growth at all three Grade ,levels, but that the most dramatic

r:rov-th occurred on the fourth- L:rade level. aut without, a' longitudinal con-
1

trolled study, it is not possible to state that this growth is a dire:A

result of the use of these materials. It is recommended, therefore, that

such a Study be undertaen.



APPENDIX A

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN LINGUISTICS PROJEC7`.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Manhattan

P.S. 9
P.S. 83

Bronx

P.S. .105'

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Manhattan

J.H.S. 44

Bronx

None

SENIOR HIGH sap=

Manhattan

None

Bronx

Grace Dodge Vocational H.S.

A

Brooklyn

P.g. 54

'Richmond

.P,S.31

Rueens

None

30.

Brooklyn

`Enrico Fermi J.H.S. (111K)

Richmond

None

ausens(

J.H.S. 158

Brooklyn

Abraham Lincoln H.S.
Eli Whitney H.S.

Richmond

None

Queens

Newtown H.S.
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TEACHERS*IN NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN LINGUISTICS PROJECT

Phyllis4ersel P.S. 54

Dorothy Dunbar P.St 105

,Selma Grossman P.S. 9

Getaldine Osti2 P.S. 31

t

eN)

Ida Canales JHS 111K

Victor Kagan JHS 111K

Betsy KaufmEtri JIM 44

Edith Novod ..311S 44

Edward Blaine

Thomas Dolan

Naomi Hausman4

Leslie Kinga15

4

GRADE 4

GRADE 7

GRADE 9

Abraham Lincoln

Eli Whitney

Abraham Lincoln

Newtown

Judy.Robinson P.S. 83

Marcia ,Sagal P.S. .9

Eileen Simon: P.S. 54

Atlyne Samuels JHS 158

Robert Thatcher JHS 44

Herbert WilcoV3. JHS 44

Herbe\t May Dodge Vocational

Helen Morrissey Newtavn-

Judith Schwartz Newtoim

1 Did not finish'year because of maternity leaVe.

2 Did not finish year because of school change.

3 Dropped from project.
,

4 Left after first semester
agsumed he( class.

5 Had 2 classes.

4r,

for maternity leave. Mr. Blaine



APPENDIX C

'CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES DIVISION

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION EVALU TION iTir:TREETircs

ago. ,....T

Rwoo
School

Name of Teacher

Grade

Topic

Date

0

To What ENtent:

1. 'Did the lesson follow the procedures suggested in
the materials? (If, the program was modified, in any
way, describe on back of this Page).

la. ,Did the modifications further the objectives of
the lesson? ;

Were facts or explanations introduced consistent
with the program?

.Was the vocabulary used by the teacher appropriate
for this class?

Did'an atmosphere of spontaneous participation and
free inquiry exist in the classroom?

1

High

53 4

2 3 4 5

2

3

1 2 3 ie

5. Did the.teaoher evidence enthusiasm in her presenta- 1 2 3 4

6. .Did the teacher manifest acceptance of the program 1 -2

as a whole?

tion?

7. Were the blackboard and other AV materials uses?
(Note nature of these materials and their quality
on back of this page.)

8, Were followrup activities assigned or discussed?

Was the pace of the lesson appropriate for this
class?

10. Vas the content of the lessen appropriate for this
class?

11. Did the students manifest mastery ang application
of concepts from previous lessone?

Poor Excellent
Overall Evaluation of Leeson 1 2 3 4 5

45
4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Observer
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APPENDIX 'D

NEW YORK CENTER FOR URBAN EDUCATION

LINGUISTICS PROJECT 1966-67

r

AGE

HOME'TELEPRONE

SCHOOL

(

GRADE TAUGHT

YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

NI, 6



,APPENDIX E

MID -YEAR EVALUATION OF LINGUISTICS PROJECT

NaMe of Teacher

School

Grade taught io prnject

Title of text 'used

Last lesson completed

Are you in one of the in-service training classes? yes- No

S

1. Is the material provided for the project suitable for your class?

ad

Yes No Qualified
yes or no

e. What general problems, if any,'have:you encountered?

M. IA there any evidence of carry-over to the students other language arts

worst? Yes No Explain

,

At Have you-encountered aay difficulty in teaching the material? Yls, No

5. Has the help (in courses or,consultation) given by the project directors

been suffiCient? Yes No

6. What needs have not been met, if any/

7. How much time each 'week do'you spend using these materials tn.class?

8. How loes this time colpare with,time spent 6n,grammar in other year??

More Le.ss Same

9: How' much preoaration time do you 'spend each Week yourself for teaching

these materials? 'Is this more or less'than spent in

previous years?"

10. Which aspects of the program have been moot satisfactory?

11) Which aspects have been least satisfactory ?

12. What suggestiona do you have for bettering the project and/pr the

materials?

Fur,.%er Commentst

of:

,

cz).



Name of teacher

School
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APPENDIX F

CENT" FOR URBAN EDUCATION
:13 West 42 Street
New York, 10036

FINAL EVALUATIOWFOR.LINGUISTICS PROJECT

Grade taught in project

Title of text or texts used,

last lesson completed

"r--"--r-

1. In general terms, describe the type of class with which you.used the linguistic
materials (e.g4 'reading level, ethnic composition, verbal. ability, general
scholastic ability, etc.)

2. Assess the appropriateness and value of the materials for the class described above.

24. Which features of the approach seemed most valuable for your class?

2b. Which were least effective?

3. What problems, general and specific, have you encountered since the mid-year
evaluation?

h. Has there been any evidence of carry-over' to the students' other language arts
activities? Yes No Explain

5. How,would you compaietthe projeCt students' progress with students using tradi-
. tional material,s,,in regard to the following:

5a. attitude toward language study Better Worse Same..

5b. awareness of structure Better Worse Same
0

5e. geneal writing abilitjr. Pater Worse Sane'

5d.

5e.

4reading comptehensionL

other

Better . Worse Same
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6. What suggestions do you have.for improving.ttie materials fOr your type Of class?

7. Was the help given by the proje6t directorS sufficient to prepare you to use the
materials? Yes No

7a. If not, what needs were not met?

. How much training in sector analysis do you feel a teacher must have in order to
use the materials most effectively?

If you were allow0 to select your own tpg s for a future.time, would you elect
to use these materiaks in your classes ?. Yesv No

Please explain:

10. Additional comments about materials, training, and project in general:

--fRettirn to attention of: Pr4fessor Robert-Allen
Box 66, Teache0 College
Collimbia University
New York, New York '10027
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APPENDIX a

CHECK LIST FOR DISCOVERY 11

Grade

. 37.

Student

No.

Page Tried

20-21 Number of properly marked sentences

22-23

39-40

Number of properly completed items
s.

Number of trunks brought down correctly (tut not
necessarily marked correctly on the T level)

50 Number of blanks filled in as instructed

'57 Number of well-formed clusters

L.

70 (a) Number of well-formed clusters

(b)" Number oe well-forme sentences

(c) Number Of well-form0 sentences for item 5,

73-74 Number of well-forated sentences 4

'(a) -with proper sentence signals

(b) without, proper sentence signals

0

( )

( )

93 (a) Number of well-formed satences )

(b) Number of well-formed sentences as instrufted )

( )

( )

94 (a) Number of well-formed-sentences

V.

(b) Number of phrases in items 1 and 2

(c) Numb'er' of clusters, in items 1 and 2



School' 61 bar.

Maul*:

BEST COPY AV ILABLE

APFSNDIX H 3,8.

Cods

Student
11011o*

CHECK 1.1s7 FOR pialaRLIN

7 Sentences expanded to welarnforned full eentenCes

13 (a) Subjects with two or Pere pre-nuclear eadtkiere

(b) 9Uhjects with .postnociesi irrdifiers

(c) Subject. with both pre. anji poottnucleer recliners

15 *.kmtences narked .ocirrsctly

ilm.0.4146.204*

0111110110.0011ft

No.
Tried

)

)

Shpts. e of Trore than erne word )

28 (a) -14114camod 'sentences on the U level

(b) Trunk* brought dawn correctly' (but not necessarily
corked correctly on the T level)

6 ,

34 rob llotorced oentacos

3? 'well-formed "C" tentoncea correctly covbining A and B
Itoseaa.May...11

I /
44 Blanks filled by constrOcticns (i.e., rot single vo,rde)

Sautercoo joined with,appropriete joiners,

55 Ilell.forced tiqatencAs with appxopvlar included clout/6 '



4,PPENDIX I

SAMPLES OFFOURTH-GRAD3 WRITING

The Chair
(6,0.r.4-=

--0,p1 Apont-e-t.initithere was'a 4441e girl named Mary who lived on
,

a farm with her father and mother. Mary had a rocking chair which wasA, .

about a hundred years old.tteeauee-Aary-to-itat4-34,1-when-stiG-was---14-tle--attct ,

..,./
LeAg,A; 1.42.4-61t6.-

itpip-mat,4e.ir,4: 1Most every generation in Maryls-family had it Even though

\
.

'''... it was so,old'it lOoke,d new because it was painted very bright red and had

a pretty red pillow on it.,i0ne daY:Mary went to her aunt and uncle's house

/j
4.4144,110 warted to take the chair with her but her mothivi- and father said no.

. ,
,,,. ,

%.

That day Mr. Big came to collect the junk. He said "Do you have any junk

3

4

May 25, 1967

Lot me today." "Xcsi'4said Mary's, mother- 'Come right on the porch and take
Alto th4.../ 4

it all." Mary's mother didn't know that thc rocker was in the pile0a04-e

d44n,tt-oee-4*,,--Eag--ta-ko it away-altber. When Mary came home from her aunt

and uncle's house she looked for the rocker'bUt could not find it so she

asked her'mother, her mother trlieught-Cer--a-1 said "Oh dear, when '-

k.A'. Big came he must have took the chair." Mary was so sad she ran uAtairs

and,slammed the doorTe Was crying for about 'five minutes when her mother

... _. _
.... _ _

.

came to her room and said 'Lets go to Mr. Big's house and see if he still

has'the chair." they asked him and he,said no so they went home. This

, ' 4
time Mary didn't/ cry she was unhappy for a few days because she still'loved

the chair and then she forgot all.about it

if `



APPENDIX I - CONTEVED

2.11222121.122111.ng

Chair.

May 25) 1967

In the creepy house of mystery down the road, peering, through the

window I saw a long, dark, hall which.led to an open, bare room. In

the middle of this mierious room there was one.soliicery hing. This

brown wooden object was a rocking chair.

Walking about this room, I crept silently into the chair. But

suddenly, breaking the peace, as I rocked in it, it squeeked and squeeled.

I, as Nrown opinion,. thought it must just be one of those old rocking

rhairs.

I explored this house every day and after I explored I'd flop down

into the rocking chair to rest.

Now I (soguitimes with my brother) had been doing his for quite a

while, and I got tired of the squeek. So I ran home and came back with

an oil can.

I, all alone, started, oiling in all the places I could find. But

that smelly gooey oil was to much for the- -why it's a mouse!

A mouse had been getting many babies. And the cute little thing,

had built her home on a shelf of the chair! And she had squeeked every

time I rocked!



APPENDIX J

EXAMPLES OF LONGER AND MORE COMPLEX SENTENCES AND CONSTRUCTIONS

IN' THE STUDENTS' POST-PROJECT COMPOSITIONS

Seventh Grade

(1) His boss,' President of Brahms' Baby Food-C9., believes in "married

executives"; and Peter can't get a promotion without a marriage. A

(2) That is what gave me the idea of him being a crook. It can also be

that he is admitting the King and Queen and maybe he is planning to

poison them to finish his plans.

(3) She is always arguing with her mother about wearing dresses at

places but some how her mother keeps on winning.

, (4) I find that I enjoy the stories that are written as if the events

that are related were happening, today..

(5) It somewhat embellishes the "glamorous" lifeof a spy, and leaves

you wondering if the plot is written for the sole purpose of filling

in space between SOmmercials.

Ninth Grade

(6) Each series Richard Kimbel who is the fugitive is hounded by police

and one lieutehant who is (as the prologe of the program says) obsessed

with his ca tore.

Then as I heard more'and more I became interested, thus forgetting

about the "Late Show Special," I had intend4d to watch.

To pick my favorite television program this season is going to be

quite hard for it seems as the summer months come near the good shows

'loose their flair.

(9) . What Ifind most interestikis how they combine fiction with non-

fiction'to makea truely wondpreullstvy about thinf0 that might

some day come true to 611r everyday life.
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APPENDIX J - CONTINUED

(10) Now he is on the run, ooking for a one-armeOlan and hiding,

biding in fear of beini3 caught.



APPENDIX K

Pre-Project Sample Written by Seventh Grader with Editing Shown

by Handwritten Parts:'

by Favorite Person4"2
My favorite person i

43

He is one of my best friends., When
AA+,

6144
ever someonet feeling sad he knows how to cheer them up. Everyea4r1ike's

Eggier ou would torif you knew him. Eggie isn't a party poo-per he knows
e. 1r

how to To-44-eerive. Eggie you would have to say he's

I guess that's why I like him so much

'Post-Project Sample Written by the same Seve 1i1:1 Grader:

Favorite Person

4' favorite person is. K I like her mostly

because she likes to have fun. She just made sixteen; now she-could get a
t

jobvtthe likes to dresoz4n mini dresses with pettie panties underneath.

On July 4, she is taking me on a boat ride. for my birthday. We are

Planning on having fun. if we don't go she is taking me to Rye BeachiJuly

12, with the P.A.L..

On Sundays when there's nothing to do we sit around and eat cookiei,

while lisenting to records. We listen to them

,IA-404-book-iftrvn''

44144434-44;147-A4ciAN;-4.4.'

until something exciting happens;

.4-444te-meetpeople. 44Carett:41---the-beet-e44-i-met-ete---fear

I,like people who acts like themselves, not like other people. Karen

is one person who acts like what she is

(Noter. Although no editing marks appeared at the following points,
the neatly recopied final form showed these additional changes! (1) a
,single period after P,A.L.,(2) a COMMA after do in the first sentence of
the third paragraph, (3) lisentin6 spelled correctly as listening, (4) acts
changed to act in the last two sentences; and (5) a period at the end o he
last sentence.)


